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About This Game

Help Fjong and his friends to reach the sky.. by Eating Candy!

In Fjong you play as one of three small birdlike creatures.
They dream of flying, but unfortunately their wings are to tiny.

But in the land of the Fjong there is a special candy you can eat that blow you up like a balloon, making you lift from the ground
and fly up to the sky.
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This is the dream of the Fjong.

Fjong is a physics based game where you jump around each stage to get to a bucket of candy.
The stages starts as basic jumping challenges when you control the main blue Fjong but evolves to a more challenging physics

puzzle when you unlock the other characters.

Fjong Features:

20 Levels

3 Different Characters to Play

60 Normal Stars to Collect

20 Hardcore Stars to Collect for the Super Skilled
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Title: Fjong
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
VaragtP
Publisher:
VaragtP
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2017
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It can be a bit of a frustrating and inconsistent game at points but is still fun, might not be worth the full price for some
however. I do recommend the game but only for those who have a couple of dollars to waste for an hour or so game or wanna
give a child they know something to play for abit.. FJong is a short, but fun little physics puzzle game.

Your objective is to make the "Pelicans" get to the delicious magical "Flying Candy" by triggering switches or just doing some
tricky platforming.

The difficulty comes from gauging your power and distance with the "arrow" indicator...basically if you've played Worms or
Angry Birds you'll be familiar with how this game works at a base level.

Trial and error will be the name of the game as you try to aim for 3 (and later, 4) star completion scores.
=================================

The game is clearly meant (or was on) Mobile Devices, but it isn't a huge detriment and the devs appeared to transition the game
rather well to PC format.

Music is calming but very limited. You'll hear the same sexy saxophone solo pretty frequently...but it's not mind numbing so
that's a plus.

There are some frustrating spots (namely 4 Star, level 7) that seem to be at the whims of the RNG gods in terms of getting your
Pelican where you want it to be. Rest assured, it CAN be done but it's extremely frustrating after about 20 restarts or so.

A couple puzzles make use of the Heavy Pelican quite interestingly for achieving 3 and 4 stars. It's satisfying to figure out those
little tricks.
=============================================

If you like Physics Platforming puzzle type games like Angry Birds, this will give you something to do for an hour to several
hours depending on skill and ability to learn.. the secret game was the most annoying Achievement in this whole game.
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